Summary of methods & results
Scherzer et al. took the unusual and creative approach to focus on the mechanisms regulating α-synuclein levels in blood, where they found the protein to be highly expressed in red blood cells [1]. This gave them access to a large number of human samples, which is generally not possible with most other tissue, in particular brain.

Using an initial sample of 22 control subjects, they searched for genes that were tightly correlated with α-synuclein (SNCA) gene expression and then confirmed the positive association in additional cohorts totaling 89 healthy individuals, concluding that the coexpression of the genes identified is robust and a biologically relevant finding. Of the associated genes (ALAS2, FECH and BLVRB), ALAS2 is known to be regulated by the transcription factor GATA1, thus indicating this factor as a potential regulator of SNCA expression. Using genetic complementation analysis in GATA1-null erythropoid precursor cells, the authors identified a GATA-binding site in intron 1 of the SNCA gene, supporting the possible role of the GATA1 transcription factor in the regulation of SNCA expression.

While these data are exciting, they do not necessarily account for the regulation of α-synuclein in neurons, where the protein is probably causing some of the Parkinson’s disease (PD) pathology, because GATA1 is not expressed in neuronal cells. The authors thus turned their attention to GATA2, which has overlapping activities with GATA1 in the control of embryonic erythropoiesis. First, they demonstrated that GATA2 is expressed in dopaminergic neurons, a primary site of α-synuclein accumulation and cell death in PD, and that it binds to the same intronic site in the SNCA gene as GATA1 did in the blood cell experiments. Furthermore, knocking down GATA2 in a dopaminergic cell line in fact reduced α-synuclein mRNA and protein levels.

Discussion
Since the identification 10 years ago of rare mutations in two families with hereditary PD, the role of α-synuclein in PD has been extensively researched [2]. Indeed, although mutations in α-synuclein are exceedingly rare, abnormal accumulation of α-synuclein occurs in the brain of patients with the sporadic form of the disease. Further supporting a causal role of increased α-synuclein levels in PD, some familial forms of the disease are due to multiplication of the SNCA gene. Furthermore, polymorphisms that may alter α-synuclein levels may also alter the risks of developing sporadic PD [3]. A re-evaluation of PD pathology based on immunostaining for α-synuclein revealed extensive accumulation of the protein in neuronal cytoplasm (in the form of proteinaceous inclusions – the Lewy bodies) and processes [4]. This α-synuclein pathology appears to progress in well-ordered stages, starting in the medulla (stage 1), and progressing to the locus coeruleus, raphe nuclei, reticular formation (stage 2), pedunculopontine nucleus, substantia nigra, amygdala (stage 3), thalamus (stage 4) and finally cerebral cortex (stage 5). When α-synuclein pathology reaches the substantia nigra it leads to the progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons and the defining motor symptoms of PD [5].

It is not known whether α-synuclein accumulation in neurons of patients with sporadic forms of the disease is due to increased levels of the protein, abnormal conformation resulting...
from modifications induced by oxidative stress, or abnormal cleavage [6]. The genetic evidence points to a role for increased levels of α-synuclein as a key pathological factor in PD, suggesting that dysregulation of molecular mechanisms controlling α-synuclein levels could contribute to PD, and that reducing α-synuclein levels could be beneficial in PD.

Surprisingly little is known about factors regulating the level of expression of α-synuclein considering its potential importance for understanding and treating PD. The data presented in this paper are particularly exciting because they identify one potential key regulator of α-synuclein levels [1]. In addition, they link the expression of α-synuclein to iron and heme metabolism, suggesting a commonality in pathways for two well-known features of PD (i.e., Lewy body formation and iron accumulation) [7].

Iron accumulates in the substantia nigra in PD [8], induces α-synuclein fibril formation in vitro, and may contribute to protein aggregation and Lewy body formation through interactions with α-synuclein [9]. Furthermore, excess iron is linked to nigrostriatal degeneration in experimental models [10]. Based on the data of Scherzer et al., one could speculate that in neurons, GATA2 may coregulate genes related to α-synuclein as well as iron balance in neurons, just like GATA1 does in immature blood cells [1]. One obvious candidate would be ferrochelatase (FECH), which Scherzer demonstrated to be coregulated by GATA1 in blood cells and which is known to localize to the mitochondrion and to catalyze the insertion of the ferrous form of iron into protoporphyrin IX for heme biosynthesis [11]; thus, increased expression of FECH may result in increased heme biosynthesis. Little is known about the consequence of heme increase in brain cells but heme is known to be pro-oxidative in nature [11].

**Conclusion**

This manuscript describes a creative approach – the analysis of genes that are coregulated with α-synuclein in blood cells – to identify novel mechanisms of transcriptional regulation of α-synuclein. Based on the research on peripheral cells, the authors then identified a transcription factor able to regulate α-synuclein expression in those neurons that are affected in PD. The research is important since convergent genetic evidence link high levels of expression of α-synuclein with the development of PD. The research also identifies a possible link between the regulation of α-synuclein expression and genes involved in iron regulation, another factor implicated in PD.

**Future perspective**

Genetic and pathological evidence linking α-synuclein not only to rare familial forms of PD but also to the much more frequent sporadic forms of the disease continues to accumulate. Mechanisms that lead to the abnormal accumulation of α-synuclein in sporadic PD are unknown. Identifying molecular mechanisms that regulate the expression of this protein may point to new pathophysiological mechanisms involved in PD. Whether there is a causal relationship between high levels of α-synuclein and sporadic PD remains unresolved. Identifying ways to safely reduce the level of this protein in patients will be necessary to address this question and will hopefully be of therapeutic value. The data in this study are a first step towards an understanding of α-synuclein transcriptional regulation. More research to elucidate its complexity is now warranted and could shed light on the relationship between iron and α-synuclein in the pathophysiology of PD.
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